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——— The article considers the history of the origin and development of the Regional Factory of Tile Stoves in Lviv, using the development of other ceramic institutions as a background. The owners of the factory have been identified as Berl Neuwohner, Neuwohner’s partner, Filip Waldmann (Waldman), and the Kubin, Brich and Korzeniowski company, which merged with the factory. The contribution of the current director of the factory, Oksana Chepurna, to the continuity of the factory work and the variety and quality of the production has been analyzed. The range of factory products, the stylistics and colors of the tiles, and their raw materials as well as use of factory products on the facades and interiors of Lviv buildings are described.
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Introduction

The object of research is the history of the development and range of products of the Regional Factory of Tile Stoves in Lviv and its use in Lviv architecture.

The tasks of research are to investigate the history of the origin and development of the Regional Factory of Tile Stoves in Lviv from its foundation till today; to define the range of its products, stylistics, and color as well as its use on the facades and interiors of Lviv buildings; and to analyze the value of the Regional Factory of Tile Stoves, using other ceramic institutions in Lviv from the second half of the nineteenth century till 1939 as a background.

In order to identify the number and diversity of the objects, field studies were conducted on all Lviv buildings, on the facades or interiors of which the factory products were used. For the same purpose, an analysis of private collections of ceramics, including the collection of the director of the factory, was carried out. Literary sources were worked on, including the articles and monographs on the history of Lviv architecture, archives, address books, catalogues, and Internet sources. On the basis of the statistical processing of the collected materials as well as stylistic and compositional analysis, a classification and typology of the factory products and its use in Lviv architecture were carried out.

Lviv is a multinational Ukrainian city, which in the late nineteenth century became the capital of Galicia and Lodomeria, a province of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. This caused rapid architectural development and the emergence of numerous building companies, especially those that manufactured ceramic products. Brick has been the main building material in Lviv since the Gothic period. The existence of the first brickyards in Lviv in as early as the fifteenth century is known, but of course Lviv’s acquisition of a municipal self-government stimulated the development of the ceramics business there. All ceramic factories were located near numerous clay quarries, and they produced, sold, and installed a variety of ceramic products (especially building and facing bricks, floor and wall tiles, roof tiles, and facade majolica).
The main important ceramics institutions were Krasuczyn (from 1848), Stillerówka (from 1867), Ivan Levynskyi’s factory (from 1885), the Glińsko factory of Julian Zakharievych and Arnold Werner (from the 1880s), Lauda, owned by Aleksandr Domashewych (from the 1880s), the Reiss brickyard (from 1889), and the Bracia Mund factory (from 1898). Among the dozens of small factories in Lviv, two factories stood out for their technical equipment and professional staff: Ivan Levynskyi’s factory and the Regional Factory of Tile Stoves owned by Berl Neuwohner and Filip Waldmann. If the activity of Levynskyi’s factory is widely highlighted in the professional literature, in particular in the monographs of Oles’ Noha and Ihor Zhuk, then only one small article by Pavlo Grankin is devoted to the Neuwohner and Waldmann factories. At the same time, one of the biggest brick collectors in Ukraine, researcher Oleksandr Volkov, considers their company to be the most prominent in Lviv of that period, which began producing bricks in 1873 and tiles in 1882 and still operates. This enterprise was distinguished by huge volumes of production, a wide range of products, and the most modern equipment.
History of factory development

The most important precondition for the emergence of such a powerful enterprise was its location in the Lviv area of Snopkiv and Zalizna Voda, rich in quality clay, sand, and numerous watercourses. Brick production in this area dates back to at least the seventeenth century. Even in the nineteenth century the current Kubiyovych and Krymska streets were called “The Road to the Jesuit Brickyard.” There were several brickyards in this area, as we can see on a map of Lviv from 1844: on the site of the Queen Jadwiga Gymnasium, near the pond on Zalizna Voda, at the beginning of Lypova Alley, behind the Old Stryjskyy Cemetery (on the site of the greenhouse), between the present Franko and Rutkovych streets, and at the intersection of Krymska and Kubanska streets.

In the 1860s, after Lviv gained autonomy, it began to develop rapidly and the demand for building ceramics was extremely high. Existing brickyards in Snopkiv were expanded and new ones appeared. In 1873, a Jewish businessman, Berl Neuwohner, opened a brick factory on the slopes of the Snopkiv Upland. The institution developed rapidly, and in 1879 the popular architect Michal Fekhter built a house for the owner, from where a wooden bridge led to the brickyard.

In 1882 in the right wing of this house, Berl Neuwohner built a stove for firing tiles. In four years, the tile workshop and another kiln were completed. Apparently, Neuwohner did not want to be behind other brickyards in this area, which have been engaged in this industry since the middle of the nineteenth century. It is interesting that in addition to making ceramics for buildings, the enterprises in Snopkiv were engaged in other industries – the production of such products as soap or candles. But bricks remained the main product as demand for them grew. Accordingly, the brickyards expanded. In 1889, Neuwohner built a Hoffmann circular kiln for firing bricks in his building, and in just four years a similar one was built in the Joel Menkes’s neighboring building. For the first time in Lviv, such a kiln was introduced by Oleksandr Domashevych in his Lauda brickyard, founded in 1880 near Snopkiv. Also Reiss Jakób Samuel’s (35 Snopkivska St.), Hescheles Eliaz’s (9 Snopkivska St.), and Majer Sender’s Grankin, “Snopkivski kakhli”, 28.
(22 Snopkivska St.)\textsuperscript{11} brickyards as well as the Krasuczyn brickyard owned by Mykola Kracutski and Stillerówka (1 Snopkivska St.)\textsuperscript{12} operated nearby. The products of the latter two establishments were compared with Neuwohner’s brick products in a review of the Construction Exhibition of 1892. The products of both Neuwohner and Stillerówka were evaluated to be of a lower quality because they used clay with limestone admixtures. Instead, under the conditions of the construction boom that engulfed Lviv, the bricks of both establishments were in great demand. At the same time, the architect Franciszek Skowron at the Exhibition of Construction Crafts in 1892, names the following three local factories as the best for the production of tiles – the factory of Julian Zakharievych and Arnold Werner in Hlynsko,\textsuperscript{13} Ivan Levynskyi’s factory, and the Kubin, Brich, and Korzeniowski company\textsuperscript{14} [fig. 1]. In addition, the Hardtmuth tile factory, which in 1881 established a branch in Lviv because of the nearby deposits of kaolin clay, became very popular. So we realize that at least until 1892 the main product of Berl Neuwohner’s factory was brick, and tiles remained an additional product. Neuwohner’s factory continued to develop. From 1893 to 1894, machine production of bricks and roof tiles was introduced here. In 1896 a house for workers was built.

Neuwohner was a wise businessman, and he built his own rental house on the way to the General Regional Exhibition in 1894. The facade of this house, located on 98 Franka Street (architect Vincent Kuznevych, 1893), became a kind of advertising product for the company [fig. 2]. Bricks of several colors and monolithic ceramic elements, which created an architectural decor in the neo-Gothic style, roof tiles, and stove tiles of one type were used there. The advertising pavilion of Neuwohner’s products at the Construction Exhibition of 1892 was made in a similar style. Thus, Julian Zakharievych, the owner of the Glińsko tile factory, installed stove tiles in a huge decorative rosette on the facade of St. John the Baptist Church. Levynskyi does the same, decorating the facades of villas on Kastelivka

\textsuperscript{11} Yuriy Horodyshy, Tsehelni ta hlyniani kariery Lvova 1779–1944 [Brick and clay quarries of Lviv 1779–1944], manuscript (Lviv, 2021).
\textsuperscript{12} Gazeta Lwowska [Lviv Newspaper], no. 204 (Lwów, 1897).
\textsuperscript{13} Yuriii Biriulov, Zakharievychi: Tvortsi stolychnoho Lvova [Zakharievychi: Creators of the Capital City of Lviv] (Lviv: Tsentr Yevropy, 2010).
\textsuperscript{14} Franciszek Skowron, “Po wystawie przemysla budowlanego”, Gazeta Lwowska, no. 228 (1892).
1. Advertising of the “Kubin, Brich and Korzeniowski” Tiles Factory, in Gazeta Lwowska, no. 110, (1891)

1891 m. „Kubino, Bricho ir Korzeniowskio” koklių fabriko reklama

2. Berl Neuwohner’s house as an advertisement for the factory’s products on the way to the General Regional Exhibition. Photo by Tetiana Kazantseva, 2019

Berlo Neuwohnerio namas kaip fabriko produkcijos reklama pakeliui į Visuotinę regioninę parodą
(4, 6 Kolberha St., 21 Chuprynky St.), where his factory was located. In general, for Levynskyi’s firm, the method of interpreting the facade as a kind of catalogue of advertising products of a certain factory was similarly not new. So the hospital complex at 9 Bilinskikh Street, built by Levynskyi in 1891, demonstrates all the decorative qualities of the factory’s ceramics (two-color smooth and patterned facing bricks, multi-colored roof tiles, and monolithic decorative ceramic elements). Similarly, the Jewish hospital (architect Kazymyr Moklovsky, 1899–1903) is a kind of advertising card for Levynskyi’s firm, the main decoration of the facades of which is two-color brick as well as a multi-colored glazed roof, monolithic ceramic elements, and majolica inserts of purple and blue.

Instead, in 1908, an event took place that determined a new and very promising line of business for the factory: Neuwohner’s factory merged with another powerful tile factory, Kubin, Brich, and Korzeniowski [fig. 3]. This association was preceded by a complex history of relationships between factory owners. In the 1880s, Gustaw Brich, Franciszek Kubin, and Jan Korzeniowski founded a tile factory in Snopkiv. The union also included Neuwohner as the owner of the soil under the factory. After Kubin died in 1903. At the end of 1907 Korzeniowski and Neuwohner remained the owners of the union and decided to dissolve the union. As Neuwohner’s son-in-law was the entrepreneur Filip Waldmann, in 1908 he registered the existing factory under the new name Krajowa Fabryka Pieców Kaflowych (Regional Factory of Tile Stoves) with the stamp on the tile reading Fabryka pieców kaflowych F. Waldman Lwów. For reasons unknown to us,
Korzeniowski had a dislike for Waldmann and refused to have his name appear in the name of the factory. Accordingly, after 1908, the Regional Factory of Tile Stoves became a joint venture between Neuwohner and Kubin, Brich and Korzeniowski, and the names of the last three partners disappeared without a trace.

Thus, after it merged with a company that occupied a top place in the ceramics market, the newly formed factory saw tiles become its main product, the demand for which was only growing. In 1908, architect Daniel Grzyb built a two-story house to make and preserve the tiles. On the first floor of this building, there were stoves for making tiles, and on the second floor, there is still a press for forming tiles. Materials for the production of tiles and finished products for firing were served by an elevator, the design of which has survived to this day. The facades of this building, built of facing...

---

bricks, were decorated with majolica elements, representing the range of the factory [fig. 4]. These are, in particular, embossed tiles of different shades, those laid with three friezes, and those with separate monolithic elements – coats of arms and cartouches.

On the other hand, Waldmann, in addition to being the manager of his father-in-law’s factory, became one of the heirs to Menkes’ brickyard. For the convenient management of both enterprises, he built a house nearby for himself in the late Art Nouveau style on 13 Stusa St. At this time, Neuwohner and Waldmann’s factory became the most powerful ceramic enterprise in Snopkiv, with 80 workers employed. There are no competitors left in the field of tile production in this area. A small amount of ceramic decor was produced by Menkes’s brickyard, and there was a small workshop owned by Franciszek Zandler in Stillerivka, founded in 1893 on 1 Snopkivska St. The Krasuczyn brickyard, the Lauda brickyard, Jakub Reiss’s brickyard, and other competitive establishments in Snopkiv stopped producing tiles in the early twentieth century.

The further development of the Neuwohner factory was hindered by the First World War. After its completion, the descendants of Waldmann and Neuwohner returned to the manufacture of bricks and roofs. By that time, neither the Kaminskis’ brickyards nor the Stillerivka brickyard, where new residential quarters were built in the style of functionalism, existed. After World War II, other brick buildings disappeared. Only the old Neuwohner factory still functions as the Lviv Tile Factory, run by Oksana Chepurna, an entrepreneur and an Honored Artist of Ukraine who joined the factory immediately after graduating from college and has been associated with the factory all her life. In the early Soviet period, tiles did not differ in quality and accuracy of form. As a young artist, Chepurna was taken to the ceramics department, where she developed her knowledge from scratch: she developed a model, shape, and casting and looked for a special corporate identity for the factory. In the 1990s, during the period of the greatest decline of the factory in particular and the state economy in general, Chepurna was offered to become the director and get everything running properly again. In the 1980s, Chepurna began working on the technology of making
5. Director of Lviv Tile Stoves Factory Oksana Chepurna with a collection for the future museum of ceramics in the yard of the factory. Photo by Tetiana Kazantseva, 2021

Lviv regioninio krošnių fabriko direktorė Oksana Čepurna prie būsimam keramikos muziejui skirtos kolekcijos fabriko kieme
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cast, rather than pressed, tiles. And in the 1990s, the company began to update its technology, but everything was done by the company – watering of the clay as well as making molds and constructing primitive kilns. In the 2000s, the tile factory became private property, the continued existence of which it was necessary to fight for every day. Lviv businessmen repeatedly wanted to buy the tile factory and even forcibly took it away, in order to build something profitable in its place. Now the tile factory offers a wide range of high-quality and aesthetic products, which are made not from local red clay, but from white clay from Donbass. A very important feature of the factory is the artistic painting of tiles, performed by Chepurna herself. Here you can buy both typical stoves and fireplaces in a variety of styles as well as unique designer products that meet a specific order [fig. 5].

The range of tiles from the Waldmann and Neuwohner factory

As already mentioned, a discussion about the range of tiles of the Regional Factory of Tile Stoves should begin with the products of the Kubin, Brich, and Korzeniowski company. In an advertisement we read that it made tiles for stoves in rooms and in the kitchen as well as tiles for facing the walls in bathrooms and kitchens. Regarding the color, it was reported that the factory produced “stove tiles and wall tiles in white porcelain” as well as “majolica (mosaic), suede, pearl, marble, brown or green.” But it should be noted that by the end of the nineteenth century, brown, dark green, and white were the predominant colors for stoves. All other colors appeared with the advent of the Art Nouveau style. Particularly popular models in the trend of Historicism continued to be produced during the Art Nouveau period, only by changing the color of the glaze. In the advertisements, the stoves of this factory are monumental in scale and look a bit squat, with a powerful square base and lush entablature, which combines Neo-Renaissance and Neo-Baroque elements. The corners of the stoves by this company are especially magnificent, with twisted columns, large pilasters, and other decorative details. A separate type of product were stove-fireplaces, with a large opening for heating and admiring the flame. Such stoves were designed in Neo-Baroque style, with brackets flanking the base, a complex

---

16 *Gazeta Lwowska [Lviv Newspaper]*, no. 115 (Lwów: Drukarnia Łozińskogo Wł., 1895).
entablature, a dome at the top, and a vase that crowned it. On an old flyer, you can even see the type of tiles used for this stove – the rocaille, the motif of which is very common in Lviv architecture in the late nineteenth century. This factory provided a very wide range of various monolithic decorative elements that could be inserted between the typical tiles, such as friezes, columns, brackets, or rosettes.

With the change in style, the factory began to develop tiles with Art Nouveau ornamentation such as leaf and flowers. As already mentioned, the colors became lighter and the number of shades of green increased. Interesting variants were developed that matched the Czech samples in terms of quality or types of ornament. After 1908, after the unification of the two capitals and the factories, the Regional Factory of Tile Stoves was formed. This is reported in the advertisements of this factory, which already depicts a stove in the Art Nouveau style, slimmer than the stoves of the trend of Historicism, with a lush crown.

The range of this factory can be found on the facade of the building, built in 1908 in the Neuwohner brickyard, where more than 30 types of tiles are presented. Based on an overview of the facades of this factory, stoves in Lviv apartments, and the collections of Lviv collectors (Tetiana Kazantseva, Andrii Kamenshchyk, Oksana Chepurna, Taras Lozynskyi, and Katarzyna Łoza), the following types of tiles can be distinguished.

Tiles in the trend of Historicism (Neo-Renaissance):
1. With a rhombus in the middle, densely filled with Neo-Renaissance ornament (brown).
2. With a round convex mirror in the middle, a cartouche, and a floral ornament (green).
3. With a small rosette in the center surrounded by cartouches and floral ornaments (green).
4. With a recessed rosette in the center and flowers at the corners (brown).
5. With a deep large rosette in the center and shells at the corners (brown).
6. With a very ornamented large recessed rosette (brown).
7. With a recessed circle in the middle, framed by ivy (light green).
8. With the division of tiles into four parts and rosettes at the intersections (brown, green).
9. With vertical division into two narrow tiles with vertical cartouches (brown, green).
10. With a deep medallion in the middle and a bas-relief of a boy in it. Framed by mannerist ornament (brown).
11. With a deep medallion in the middle and a bas-relief of a man in it. Framed by mannerist ornament (brown).

*Tiles in the trend of Historicism (neo-baroque, neo-rococo):*

1. With a neo-baroque cartouche in the middle and with shells at the corners (brown, green).
2. With an in-depth mirror-star framed by a floral ornament, two types (brown, green, white, beige, light green).
3. With palmettes, mirrored to each other. Decorated with floral ornaments (brown, green).
4. With shells, mirrored to each other. Decorated with floral ornaments (brown, green).
5. With recessed four-petalled mirror and rockers (brown).
6. With a large rocaille surrounded by flowers (brown, white, beige) [fig. 6].

**Art Nouveau tiles:**
1. With an oval mirror in the middle, framed by leaves and flower buds (olive, brown, blue, beige) [fig. 7].
2. With water lily leaves on tortuous shoots (brown, green).
3. With a round mirror in the middle framed by viburnum berries (brown).
4. With a four-petalled flower inscribed in a square in the center, framed by poppies (brown).
5. With poppies and sinuous lines (brown, white).
6. With a rhombus and diagonal palmettes (light green, brown).
7. With vertical division into two narrow tiles with sunflowers (brown, green, light green).
8. With cyclamen and tortuous lines (brown).
9. With a recessed circle inscribed in the tile (green).
10. With vertical division into two narrow tiles with diamonds and floral ornament (olive).
9. Monolithic cartouche on the facade of the factory warehouses. Photo by Sergii Lieonov; 2019


Regioninio koklinių krosnių fabriko pagaminta modernizmo stiliaus plytelė, Oksanos Čepurnos kolekcija
10. Ceramic inserts with Themis and frieze of tiles on the facade of the factory. Photo by Sergii Leonov, 2019

11. Coat of arms of Drohobych and frieze of tiles on the facade of the factory. Photo by Sergii Leonov, 2019

Keraminis inkluzas su Temide ir plytelių frizas ant fabriko fasado
Tiles in the style of Art Deco and modernism:
1. With vertical sharp diamonds with volutes (pink).
2. With corner geometric compositions of rectangles (yellow, beige) [fig. 8].

Monolithic ceramic elements that could be used as facade ceramics and as inserts in stoves:
1. Oval cartouche in neo-baroque style (red, blue, green) [fig. 9].
2. Rectangular insert in neo-Romanesque style with the coat of arms of Drohobych (brown) [fig. 10].
3. Rectangular insert in neo-Romanesque style with Themis (terracotta) [fig. 11].
4. Rectangular insert with a rooster, framed with columns and an arch with a shell (white).
5. Rectangular insert with flowerpot, framed by columns and an arch with a shell (white).
6. Rectangular insert with coat of arms and mascara, neo-baroque (brown).

In addition to these tiles, there were various entablatures, friezes, cornices, and socles of considerable relief with characteristic geometric or classical ornament.

The tiles of this company were well fired, light, and thin walled, which indicated the use of quality clay. It is worth comparing them with the products of another well-known tile manufacturer in Lviv – Ivan Levynskyi’s factory. In his products the quality of clay was quite low, with admixtures of stone, sand, and even straw. Because of this the tiles were thick walled and had a significant weight. The tiles of the Regional Factory of Tile Stoves were made of a mixture of local red clay with white kaolin clay, which gave them a lighter shade compared to the products of the Levynskyi factory [fig. 12]. The current director of the factory, Oksana Chepurna, says that a white clay deposit was discovered on the factory grounds, which was obviously used for the production of tiles. Nevertheless, the color of the
pottery was pink, and this required covering it with engobe (white soil) in the manufacture of white or light tiles.

Much attention was paid to the treatment of the tile surface. The patterns were of different relief, from high relief to planar Art Nouveau ornaments, possible already in the period of Art Nouveau and Art Deco. The ornament was located on a textured background, which was quite diverse – horizontal and vertical corrugations, peas, or dots. This textured background on the tiles can be compared to watermarks on money and documents. It was proof of the authenticity of the tiles and ornaments and that they were made from the original form that was developed at the factory and not copied from other tiles [fig. 13].

The Regional Factory of Tile Stoves was primarily a commercial enterprise. Here, no experiments with hand-painted or unique ornaments were carried out, as in the factory of Ivan Levynskyi. However, the products of the Neuwohner and Waldmann factory decorate many facades and interiors of Lviv buildings, which is a testament to the considerable scale of production.
For example, identical cartouches, as above the entrance to the factory, adorn the façade of the Belle Vue Hotel (27 Svobody Ave., 1896) and point to the Neuwohner’s factory’s collaboration with Zygmunt Kendzerski, the architect of the building [fig. 14]. In addition, the choice of Neuwohner’s factory to decorate the house on the city’s central avenue proves the factory’s high status and confidence in the quality of its products. We can also assume that it was at the Regional Factory of Tile Stoves that ceramic products were made for the buildings built by Alfred Zakharevych and Józef Sosnovsky, in association with which Neuwohner produced bricks in Kozelniki. This is primarily the decoration of the façade with blue tiles at 18 Rustaveli Street (1907) and the entirely majolica facing of the courtyard of the house of Balaban at 21 Halytska Street (1910). The tiles in the last example are white and extremely expressive and have a convex ornament.
in the form of a vine. The products of the Regional Factory of Tile Stoves, which was owned by Jews, were especially supported by Jewish architects. In particular, the architect Leopold Reiss, the son of Jacob Reiss, the owner of the brickyard, used bricks from his father’s brickyard in his buildings on Voloshchak and Zarytsky streets, but for the stoves in his buildings he used tiles from the factory of Neuwohner and Waldmann [fig. 15]. Similarly, stoves made by this factory are found in large quantities in the Krakow suburbs of Lviv, which was a Jewish district.

Conclusions

The Regional Factory of Tile Stoves is the only factory in Lviv that has been continuously operating since 1873 to the present day. On the basis of archive and bibliographic research, it was determined that the founder of the ceramics factory was Berl Neuwohner, who also involved his son-in-law, Filip Waldmann, in the management of the factory, and in 1908 another large enterprise, the Kubin, Brich, and Korzeniowski tile factory, merged with the Neuwohner and Waldmann factories. Field studies and a review of old advertisements reveal that the factory’s products included tiles, facing tiles, bricks, roof tiles, and ceramic decorations for parks and cemeteries.
The statistical processing of field research materials shows that the range of tiles mainly consists of various products in the Neo-Renaissance, Neo-Baroque, and Neo-Rococo style as well as original Art Nouveau and modernist ornaments. The tile glaze is characterized by extraordinary strength and depth of color, with a predominance of brown and dark green shades until 1908 and the dominance of light green, pink, white, beige, and yellow in the period from 1908 to 1939. Tiles were pressed from local red clay with kaolin impurities. Despite the large number of competing establishments that were revealed, the factory produced original, quality products that were as good as those from local and foreign manufacturers. According to field and bibliographical research, in Lviv architecture the factory products were used by Jewish architects, the company of Kendzersky, as well as Zakharevych and Sosnovsky. Of great value are the preserved historic buildings of the factory, which served as an advertising catalogue of its products. The current director of the factory, Oksana Chepurna, continues the tradition of historical tile making and has developed many variants of tiles of her own design (including paintings). She has also created designs for stoves and fireplaces popular in Lviv and abroad. It is planned to create a museum of ceramics in Lviv in the historical premises of the factory.
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